moved to amend as follows:

1. In line 44877, delete "construction and"
2. In line 44879, delete "construction occupation or"
3. In line 44882, delete "construction occupation or"
4. In line 44883, delete "construction"
5. In line 44884, delete "occupation" and insert "has"; delete "have" and insert "meaning";
6. In line 44890, after "(1)" delete the balance of the line
7. Delete lines 44891 through 44894
8. In line 44895, delete "(2)"
9. In line 44900, delete "(3)" and insert "(2)"
10. In line 44902, delete "construction occupation or"
11. In line 44904, delete "construction and"
12. In line 44906, delete "construction occupations and"
13. In line 44916, delete "after"
14. In line 44917, delete "the minor's employment ends,"
15. In line 44923, delete "construction occupation or"
16. In line 44927, delete "construction or"
17. In line 44938, delete "construction or"
18. In line 44955, delete "construction occupation or"
In line 44966, delete "construction occupation or"

The motion was _______ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Manufacturing Mentorship Program

R.C. 4109.05 and 4109.22

Modifies the Senate version's proposed "Construction and Manufacturing Mentorship Program" to expose minors to only manufacturing occupations through temporary employment rather than both construction and manufacturing occupations as under the Senate version.

Changes the Program's name to the "Manufacturing Mentorship Program."

Modifies when an employer employing a minor under the Program must encourage the minor to participate in a career-technical education program approved by the Department of Education by removing the Senate version's requirement that the employer do so after the minor's employment ends.